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Abstract— Article describes the procedure of implementing designed architecture used for streaming of protected content as well as the process of application the protection itself on the streaming video content. Paper presents some of the basic components, as well as further advanced options of their use for the creation of the video streaming architecture basis. This is followed by the implementation of the architecture itself with the use of formerly chosen components and technologies where the explanation of the architecture components’ functionality resides with the description of the video content protection method. Implementation consists of scenarios and applications for Apple iOS and Google Android platforms with the goal to present simple and low resources solution on server side and mobile device.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With a growing trend of capturing video and creating new applications for its spreading and playing on mobile devices, internet blogs and local network streaming at home, the importance of protection of this video against stealing arises as well. There are many ways to protect the video that it doesn’t become a subject of stealing. Nowadays, simple but also sophisticated methods of how to protect a video exist, such as watermarking. By using this method, the overall quality of the video is worse but on the other hand, the size of the watermark itself will discourage the thief to steal the video, because of the length of the process to erase the watermark, so the video would be of a satisfied quality [1]. Another way to protect a video is to use steganography. A method that allows to embed a hidden message within chosen frames of the video. When the author would want to retrieve the message afterwards, he can easily do so. This solution is ineffective when applying video compression. The message from the video is changed or completely erased. That would mean that a thief could use only compression to get rid of the hidden message in the video and the video would still be of a good quality [12] [13]. Alternative of video protection described in this article resides in using a unique user identifier. The user is an authenticated subscriber, thus embedding this identifier within a video would mark the video of its subscriber. [11]

The goal of this work is to design an architecture that would let users stream videos protected against stealing with subscriber's identification. [2] The architecture should allow users to authenticate to a web server, store their sign in information within a database, then choose a clip to stream, embedding the subscriber's identification within the video and then stream it to the user. Database should also contain necessary information about video clips that are going to be streamed. [10]

With designed architecture, implement it and test the streaming of protected video content in browsers and an iOS mobile device or simulator.

The second goal of this work is to design and create system providing video on demand for client's Android mobile device. [19] System providing multimedia content must fulfill several requirements with regard to security. Provided content must be protected from unintended usage, such as unauthorized copying, and also this content must be protected from any kinds of attacks, with the intention to obtain content or its parts, during the transfer.

II. METHODS FOR SERVER SIDE CONTENT PROTECTION

It is difficult to find a way of protecting multimedia content on the Internet. If the video can be played on a computer or another device, it means that the video can be stolen. The only steps that should be taken, is to try to make the video stealing unpleasant for the thief. [3] There are a few methods which worth consideration.

A. Digital Rights Management

A lot of digital content providers are selling their content not only on physical media, but also through computer networks. Without content protection and digital rights
management, can be this content easily copied, edited and spread further to a wide audience [14] which would make a hole in the profit. The DRM systems can be used to protect valuable properties and management of their distribution and usage. A right DRM system should provide protection against unauthorized access to the digital content, limiting the access only for those with proper authorization. The main DRM component is the use of digital licenses. Instead of buying the digital content, the subscriber only buys the license that will grant him certain rights. A license is a digital file, which determines certain rules how to use the digital content. [5]

B. Watermarking

A digital watermark is a signal that can be embed into a digital content for various reasons for example subtitling, copyright control. An important property of a watermark is their robustness in common signal changes as the file filtering and file compression. A next use of a watermark is embedding notes into files and access control. These watermarks are called “annotation watermarks”. As an example, the rule of using content, that defines allowed copies and replays, can be embedded as an annotation watermark into every single copy of the content. The usage check is implemented within the user’s player.

C. HTTP Live Streaming

For streaming and playing videos on and iOS device, the HLS is used. It is a communication protocol for streaming media based on HTTP, which was implemented by Apple [6]. HLS is sending audio and video a way that it splits the content into multiple ten seconds parts also called media segment files. Index file or a playlist gives users the URL of these segments. The playlist can be regularly renewed so it contains the URLs of the current media segment files. [21]

D. Steganography

The word "steganography" is of Greek origin, the words "hidden writing" and means "hide for common sight". [4] Steganography is science and an art communicate the way that presence of the message can’t be revealed. Some simple techniques are used hundreds of year, but with growing use of digital files, there are some new techniques for information hiding. [7]

E. Streaming solution using Wowza Streaming Engine

Wowza Streaming Engine provides a new generation software for streaming media that simplifies high quality live streaming as well as streaming video on demand for all devices connected to the internet. There are multiple advantages why to use the Wowza Streaming Engine. Streaming for multiple devices with high quality live streaming and video on demand streaming. The configurability for various operating systems and architectures, from one computer or a load-balanced server or cloud. Extendable API in Java makes writing own modules and extensions easier. [8]

III. SECURE SYSTEM FOR PROTECTED DELIVERY OVER NETWORK

The label "secure system" involves numerous requirements. We can say that the main components, in terms of ensuring the transmission of content and content itself are conditional access, authentication, copy protection, content watermarking and secure transmission of content. [1]. One of the methods ensuring security of any content transmission is encryption. It is a process of transforming any information into form, from which those information cannot be read or understand the meaning of the information. The opposite process is called decryption.

In this process, the person for whom are those data intended, can obtain original information. For encryption and decryption is usually used some key or password. Scheme showing principle of usage encryption in communication between two parts is shown in Fig. 1. There are multiple encryption algorithms and we decided to use AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) in our system. (AES is a block encryption algorithm. It supports variable key lengths of 128, 192 and 256 bits. [2]) [27] AES is currently one the most commonly used encryption algorithms in video streaming protocols, such as HLS (HTTP live streaming), which we will use in our system. HLS is a streaming protocol allowing providing video content, both live and video on demand. [16] HLS consists of three main parts: server part, distribution part and client software. Server part handles video content, and prepares it for distribution. Distribution part handles requests from users and delivers requested video content. [6] Client part receives this video content, processes it and displays to the user. Gábor Fehér in his work [3] showed, that the mobile devices, used in his tests, were able to smoothly handle and play video stream encrypted with AES. In the results of measurements we could see that the increase of CPU load, processing encrypted stream compared to unencrypted stream only increased by 7.39 percent. This measurement also showed that the video stream was more limited by the network bandwidth than computational processes carried out in a mobile device. [22]

![Fig. 1 Encrypting content](image)

IV. ARCHITECTURE FOR SERVER SIDE CONTENT MARKING

To implement content protection of streaming media, it is necessary to design an architecture that will provide streaming
digital content which will carry the protection mark, thus the unique identification of a subscriber. This architecture will consist of these components:

Webserver - user interface to register, sign in, choose a video clip to stream, and finally watch the stream within a browser.

Database - storage for all the user data including their email address, hashed password, registration timestamp and also the video clip data storage. Every clip should have its name, a stream that he belongs to and some other optional data too, like timestamp of last streaming or creation.

Digital content storage - physical storage to store the video clips in. This storage will be required by the streaming server.

Streaming server - this is where the Wowza Media Engine will reside with all its features. This server will receive and handle all requests from users to stream protected content according to user.

Mobile device - user's mobile device in this case with iOS operating system. The architecture is defined in Fig. 2.

Client sends a request from a web browser to register himself. Webserver communicates with the user database and the database will store user's email and password. If it's a mobile device, the registration will not be available, user can sign up only through a browser. If the user will be already registered and would want to sign in, he should do so using his iOS application or a browser. The process will be similar to registration, but instead of creating a row in the database, the web server will only compare the data from user and database.

When the registration is successful, user will be redirected to the page where he can choose which clip he wants to stream. Data for the choose view will be fetched from the clips table from database. After choosing which clip should be played, the Wowza Streaming Engine will apply the function for protecting the content and starts to stream the protected content to the subscriber. The content protecting function is defined in the Fig. 3.

The first thing to start can be the installation of the Wowza Streaming Engine. An exact procedure how this should be done can be found on the Wowza Streaming Engine User Guide. After successfully installing Wowza, the Wowza manager can be run via browser to set up new streams. The Wowza scheduler needs to be implemented as well so the stream could be segmented into pieces with the video content and the subscriber's identification. Also the HTTPProvider module should be implemented, that will respond to http requests with a stream URL. When this is set, the implementation of the user's database with two tables’ users and clips, where appropriate columns will be set like email, password, user hash for users table and clip name, stream name for clips. Web server can be implemented in any known language that can work with JSON.

The process of streaming will follow these simple steps:
1. Registration or authentication of the user,
2. After choosing a clip to stream, a request is sent to Wowza Streaming Server with user hash, thus user's unique identification
3. Wowza's HTTPProvider module fetches this request and runs a script that will generate a video using the mpeg tool with user hash in it and also a SMIL file, so the scheduler will know how to mix the video clip with the video of the user hash, the HTTPProviders returns a stream URL for the client's device,
4. When the client fetches the respond, the stream player can be initialized with the given URL and start to stream the protected content.

V. SOLUTION FOR DELIVERY TO ANDROID POWERED DEVICES

A. The design of system providing multimedia content in secure way

Results of the analysis lead us to design and implementation of system providing content in secure way. Our system consists of three main parts: Web application, Wowza part and Android application. The purpose of web application is to
accomplish the following tasks:
- user and device management,
- multimedia content management,
- user requests processing and evaluation,
- user authentication,
- providing links to multimedia content.

The next component is Wowza server. Main purpose of this component is to transfer multimedia content to client devices. This content will be transferred via HLS. This protocol was chosen for several reasons, mainly because the data is transmitted via HTTP, also it is possible to use encryption algorithm AES to encrypt video content. Streaming protocol HLS is officially supported by Android platform, but in reality, it is not working well. [17] [18] [20] HLS is mainly intended for Apple devices, as it is developed by Apple, so another challenge is to create reliable Android application that handles encrypted HLS streaming. Multimedia framework Vitamio was chosen for displaying video content to user. In the following Fig. 5 is shown design of this scheme.

Using Petri nets it is possible to make formal defining of structure and behavior of various systems. [24][25][26] Petri net is a triplet 
\[ N = (P, T, A) \]
where
\[ P = \{ p_1, p_2, ..., p_n \} \] is a finite non-empty set of places,
\[ T = \{ t_1, t_2, ..., t_n \} \] is a finite set of transitions,
\[ A \] is the set of oriented edges, it being understood that the edges may be associated only places with transitions, which can be formally written as
\[ F \subseteq (S \times T) \cup (T \times S). \]

Petri net can be represented as a bipartite graph, which are shown as circles of interest, the transitions are represented as boxes and arrows as directed edges. In this case it is used for system design described above. Petri net is shown on Fig. 4.

B. The design of secure content transfer

After the client device, smartphone or tablet gets address of multimedia content, it sends a request to the Wowza server. This server returns playlist in .m3u8 format, which contains information about required multimedia content segments. Segments are downloaded one after one, and also the key, that is needed to decrypt them, since these segments are in encrypted form. Diagram in the following Fig. 6 illustrates this process.

In our case, therefore, can be expressed as a set of places 
\[ P = \{ 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 \} \]
and since the transitions are labeled with the words, expressed as a set of transitions
\[ T = \{ \text{playlist -request, creation of playlist, playlist sending, playlist analysis,} \]
\[ \text{key – request, verification of the authenticity, send key,} \]
\[ \text{video segment – request, preparation of video segment,} \]
\[ \text{send video segment, decrypting of video segment, end of playing}. \]
C. The design of Android application

The design involves the creation of a layer between the player and the encrypted content delivery. This layer will receive the list of encrypted .ts files and also corresponding decryption key, which is downloaded from server in secure way using HTTPS protocol. These encrypted video segments are transferred to the player that will encrypt them and display to the user. In the following Fig. 7 is shown design of this scheme.

VI. RESULTS

As result one server side FFmpeg based encoder and two mobile applications were developed. End mobile users were asked to test the solution in real conditions on their mobile phones and to fill in simple questionnaire to map their subjective remarks. The implemented application, which home screen is shown in Fig. 5, was tested on seven different devices. List of tested devices is in Table 1. In the Table 2 are shown results of testing this application in the form of user's reviews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>Screen resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S4</td>
<td>quad core 1.9 GHz</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
<td>1080 x 1920 px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung Galaxy S4 mini</td>
<td>dual core 1.7 GHz</td>
<td>1.5 GB</td>
<td>540 x 960 px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola Moto G</td>
<td>quad core 1.2 GHz</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>720 x 1 280 px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola Fire</td>
<td>600 MHz</td>
<td>256 MB</td>
<td>240 x 320 px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZTE Blade III</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>512 MB</td>
<td>480 x 800 px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Xperia L</td>
<td>dual core 1 GHz</td>
<td>1 GB</td>
<td>480 x 854 px</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC Desire Z</td>
<td>800 MHz</td>
<td>512 MB</td>
<td>480 x 800 px</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Android devices are so fragmented and various in hardware specifications it is necessary to make further development in the created mobile application. Some automatic detection of supported screen resolutions and CPU speed could be added. Overall satisfaction of users involved in testing was good based on feedback provided.
Testing was done on 27 users with various mobile Android OS powered devices, 55% of them were satisfied with functionality provided by application, 30% lacks important functionality but were positive or neutral to application and 15% were disappointed. Feature where application stores position of paused video playback and synchronizes it between other registered devices was mostly commended by all participants involved in testing. None of user have seen some watermarking or hidden identification stored to video stream what was the goal of this work. Further testing will be focused to comparison of resources needed on server side in compare to similar market solutions.

VII. CONCLUSION

The goal of this work was to design an architecture that would stream protected content to its mobile clients, using some of the well-known technologies and standards.

Several conclusions could be made based on presented work:

- insertion of visible marking to video (one frame to 25fps video) is not visible to normal viewer but provides satisfactory higher level of source identification and protection due to time when real time steganography will take place in real-time streaming applications;
- problem oriented applications for mobile smartphones provides practical platform as extra extension to secure content delivery of multimedia;
- no extra processing resources or new streaming technologies are needed to insert content providers identification into stream due to utilization of user oriented playlists;
- SMIL standard could be revised in order to provide language profiles for secure content identification for streaming servers;
- HLS should be implemented to wider number of platforms as standard for secure streaming.

The design presented in this paper describes how a streaming system could be built however, some other standards could be used instead of SMIL or a different streaming server instead of Wowza Streaming Engine. The advantages of using this method are that most of the technologies used are for free and can be interconected. The FFmpeg tool [23] could be replaced with another tool of similar functionality, to create a short video with an embedded text. There could be some automation in the HTTPProvider section, because of the need of restarting the streaming server after each request for streaming due to the Wowza Streaming Engine scheduler module. This disadvantages will be improved by the next development. In content delivery over IP network standard procedures and techniques such as SSL, AES, etc. were used. The challenge was to create a mobile app for Android platform that would play encrypted content delivered via HLS. The application has been tested by a group of users, using different devices. Paper presents base for further development and testing.
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